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ABSTRACT

between the recorded cultures and perception studies were
performed with virtual characters [6].

Cultural background can crucially influence human behavior. For virtual characters, that are supposed to imitate
human behavior in a natural manner, integrating cultural
background came into focus the recent years. Unlike earlier approaches, this paper presents a hybrid approach of
modeling a Bayesian network that generates culture-specific
behaviors for virtual characters. For the hybrid approach,
the structure of the network is designed based on social science theories, while its parameters are derived from a video
corpus.

2.

Structure of the Network.
To model culture in our network, we use Hofstede’s dimensional model [8] that provides mappings for national cultures
to five cultural dimensions.
To model non-verbal behavior, nodes are added for gesture
types, postures and gestural expressivity. Gesture types are
classified according to McNeill’s categorization [11]: deictic,
beat, emblem, iconic, metaphoric, and adaptors. To distinguish arm postures, we employ Bull’s posture categorization
[2], holding 32 different arm positions such as PHEw (put
hands on elbow) or PHWr (put hands on wrist). The nodes
describing gesture types and postures are directly linked to
the culture node in our network.
To model the connection from culture to non-verbal expressivity, we rely on the idea of synthetic cultures [9] who
find themselves on one extreme end of each cultural dimension, and for whom prototypical behavioral traits are described. For example, masculine cultures are described as
using animated gestures. Expressivity can be broken down
into parameters explaining differences in the dynamic variation along different dimensions [7]. For our model, we
employ the expressivity parameters spatial extent, power,
speed, fluidity and repetition.
Regarding verbal behavior, two nodes are included to our
network: one focusing on speech acts, and one on conversational topics, both directly connected to gesture and posture
type. Speech acts can be categorized along the DAMSL (Dialog Act Markup in Several Layers) coding scheme [3]. We
use the following subset of communicative functions: statement, answer, info request, agreement / disagreement (indicating the speaker’s point of view), understanding / misunderstanding (without stating a point of view), hold, laugh
and other. Conversational topics prototypically occurring in
first-time meetings can be classified as follows: The immediate situation, e.g. the surrounding or atmosphere of the
conversation, the external situation, describing the larger
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1.

APPROACH

For the hybrid approach described in this paper, we design
the structure of our model based on theoretical knowledge
from the social sciences, while the parameters are learned
from empirical data. The network is modeled using the GeNie and SMILE modeling environment1 .

MOTIVATION

How non-verbal behaviors are conducted and perceived
is, amongst others, dependent on cultural background [14].
Building models that determine culture-related differences
in behavior is a challenging task as the causal relation of
culture and corresponding behavior needs to be simulated
in a convincing and consistent manner.
The majority of approaches is theory-driven, with theories
from the social sciences being taken as a basis for computational models. A common way of implementing the theorydriven approach is to start from existing multiagent architectures and extend them to allow for culture-specific adaption
of goals, beliefs and plans, e.g. [10], [1].
Data-driven approaches, use data of existing cultures as
a basis for computational models. Such a corpus of multimodal behavior was recorded for the Cube-G project in
the German and Japanese cultures [12]. In our earlier work,
a statistical analysis was performed highlighting differences
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cultural background and resulting behavior, and augments
them by findings from empirical data.
In the resulting network, on the one hand, the most probable culture-related level of expressiveness in non-verbal behavior is calculated, and on the other hand the most likely
culture-specific non-verbal behavioral type (gesture and posture) is determined based on the verbal behavior (speech act
and topic) that it should accompany.
For our future work we aim on evaluating the network
and have a deeper look into further aspects such as genderspecific differences. In addition, studies will be conducted
that test how virtual characters, performing the behavior
calculated by our model, are perceived by human observers.

5.

Figure 1: Virtual characters showing prototypical
non-verbal behavior.
context of the immediate situation, and the communication
situation, with topics focusing on the conversation partners
[13].

Parameters of the Network.
The first-time meeting scenario of our corpus [12] was
annotated regarding the theories and classifications from
the social sciences described above. To prepare the data
for parameter learning, each annotated conversation is divided into datasets determined by a speech utterance. Each
dataset may or may not be accompanied by a gesture and/or
posture. For each dataset, the social background (such as
gender and culture) is specified using the metadata of the
annotations.
The SMILE-Framework2 provides, amongst others, an implementation of the EM-algorithm [5], that requires a decision network and a list of datasets. With it, the structure of
our network that was modeled based on theoretical knowledge, is filled with parameters learned from the multimodal
corpus.

3.

APPLICATION

The Bayesian network is integrated into a virtual environment holding culture-specific characters [4]. First-time
meeting dialogues, similar to the ones recorded in the corpus, were scripted and tagged with the same categorizations
of speech acts and topics as in our network. Animations are
labeled according to the gesture and posture types. Each
animation can be customized to match different levels of
expressivity. The probabilities for culture-dependent nonverbal behaviors are generated by the network based on verbal behavior and cultural background, and then simulated
with the characters.
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of a male German character
in a prototypical German posture (FA - fold arms) in conversation with a female Japanese character performing an
iconic gesture with a small spatial extent.

4.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The hybrid approach described in this paper combines
the advantages of the commonly used theory-driven and
data-driven approaches, as it explains the causal relations of
2
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